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[1] Radiating shear and Rayleigh waves from supershear ruptures form Mach waves that
transmit large-amplitude ground motion and stresses to locations far from the fault. We
simulate bilateral ruptures on a finite-width vertical strike-slip fault (of width W and
half-length L with L � W) breaking the surface of an elastic half-space, and focus on
the wavefield out to distances comparable to L. At distances much smaller than W,
two-dimensional plane-strain slip-pulse models (i.e., models in which the lateral extent
of the slip zone is unbounded) accurately predict the subsurface wavefield. Amplitudes
in the shear Mach wedge of those models are undiminished with distance from the
fault. When viewed from distances far greater than W, rupture is accurately modeled as
a moving point source that produces a shear Mach cone and, on the free surface,
Rayleigh-wave Mach fronts. Geometrical spreading of the shear Mach cone occurs
radially and amplitudes there decrease with the inverse square-root of distance. The
transition between these two asymptotic limits occurs at distances comparable to W.
Similar considerations suggest that Rayleigh Mach waves suffer no attenuation in the
ideally elastic medium studied here. The rate at which fault strength weakens at the
rupture front exerts a strong influence on the off-fault fields only in the immediate
vicinity of the fault (for both sub-Rayleigh and supershear ruptures) and at the Mach
fronts of supershear ruptures. More rapid weakening generates larger amplitudes at the
Mach fronts.
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1. Introduction

[2] The velocity at which a rupture propagates influences
the amplitude and character of the radiated ground motion
and stresses. A distinct manifestation of this occurs when
ruptures exceed the S-wave speed and generate shear Mach
waves that efficiently transmit ground motion and stresses
away from the fault. Supershear speeds are also super-
Rayleigh ones, and in an elastic half-space, we also expect
Rayleigh Mach waves propagating along the free surface.
Slip alters the component of normal stress parallel to the
rupture front; for vertical strike-slip faults, negation of these
stresses on the free surface generates Rayleigh waves. It
follows from this line of reasoning that Rayleigh Mach
fronts will be generated even if the rupture propagates at

ffiffiffi
2

p

times the S-wave speed, the unique speed at which no shear
Mach waves are produced [Eshelby, 1949]. The Rayleigh
Mach front originates near the intersection of the rupture
front with the free surface, and as one moves away from the

fault along the free surface, the Rayleigh Mach front lags
behind the shear Mach front. The expected pattern of shear
and Rayleigh Mach fronts is illustrated in Figure 1.
[3] The objective of the current work is to quantify how

the amplitude of radiated waves, specifically of those
associated with the Mach waves, diminishes with distance
from the fault. We further compare fields from supershear
ruptures to those produced by sub-Rayleigh ruptures with
the aim of contrasting the rate at which amplitudes decay
with distance from the fault for both classes of ruptures.
[4] Supershear propagation, first suggested by analytical

[Burridge, 1973] and numerical [Andrews, 1976; Das and
Aki, 1977] studies, has since been confirmed in laboratory
experiments [Rosakis et al., 1999; Xia et al., 2004]. Super-
shear speeds have been reported for a number of earth-
quakes, primarily from analyses of near-source records of
the 1979 Imperial Valley [Archuleta, 1984; Spudich and
Cranswick, 1984], 1999 Izmit and Düzce [Bouchon et al.,
2001, 2002], and 2002 Denali fault [Ellsworth et al., 2004;
Dunham and Archuleta, 2004] events. As Savage [1971]
and Ben-Menahem and Singh [1981] have shown, there are
also distinctive features of supershear ruptures at regional
and teleseismic distances (e.g., changes in the radiation
pattern), and an inversion of the 2001 Kokoxili (Kunlun)
event [Bouchon and Vallée, 2003] using regional Love
waves suggests supershear propagation. This conclusion is
also supported by inversions of teleseismic body waves
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[Robinson et al., 2006], though not all studies of such waves
reach such a strong conclusion [Antolik et al., 2004]. The
unique characteristics of near-source records from super-
shear events, particularly of records at Pump Station 10
(located only 3 km from fault) in the 2002 Denali fault
event, prompted a closer look at characteristics of radiated
ground motion from supershear ruptures.
[5] We build on a number of previous studies that have

examined the influence of rupture speed on near-source
ground motion. Ben-Menahem and Singh [1987] studied the
acceleration field generated by a point velocity dislocation
(a singularity moving along a line and leaving in its wake a
fixed moment per unit length) that travels a finite distance at
a supershear speed before stopping. In addition to starting
and stopping phases, shear Mach waves were implicated as
carriers of large-amplitude accelerations. Their results fur-
ther demonstrate how the Mach wave only passes through a
particular region surrounding the fault. By considering
propagation only along a line, their analysis applies only
to observation points sufficiently removed from the fault
(i.e., at distances much greater than the fault width). A
number of other researchers have focused on the wavefield
in the immediate vicinity of the fault (extending out to
distances comparable to the fault width, but not much
beyond that). By examining a sequence of kinematic models
with various rupture speeds, Aagaard and Heaton [2004]
demonstrated how the well-known two-sided fault-normal
velocity waveform of sub-Rayleigh ruptures (the so-called
‘‘directivity pulse’’ that has been of primary concern in
seismic hazard [Somerville et al., 1997]) vanishes when
ruptures exceed the S-wave speed. Instead, the largest
amplitudes now occur at the Mach front. Bernard and
Baumont [2005] combined kinematic models of supershear

ruptures with an asymptotic isochrone-based analysis of
fields near the Mach front to explore features of the Mach
wave from supershear ruptures. Their asymptotic analysis,
which did not include any corrections for a finite fault
width, showed that for straight ruptures fronts, field ampli-
tudes at the Mach front remain undiminished with distance
from the fault; rupture-front curvature leads to an inverse
square-root decay of amplitudes with distance due to a loss
of coherence at the Mach front.
[6] The starting point for our analysis is the two-dimen-

sional (2D) steady state slip-pulse model developed by Rice
et al. [2005] to examine stress fields near the rupture front
of sub-Rayleigh ruptures. This model was extended to
supershear speeds by Dunham and Archuleta [2005] and
Bhat et al. [2007]. Dunham and Archuleta [2005] focused
on ground motion (specifically, velocity records) from slip
pulses in the context of models of the Denali fault event
[Ellsworth et al., 2004; Dunham and Archuleta, 2004]. Bhat
et al. [2007] studied the off-fault damage pattern due to
supershear ruptures and hypothesized that anomalous
ground cracking observed at a few tens of kilometers from
the fault during the 2001 Kokoxili (Kunlun) event resulted
from the high stresses at the Mach front emanating from a
supershear rupture. This observation raises the possibility
that radiated stresses from a large supershear event might
trigger slip on adjacent faults of the proper orientation. One
objective of the current work is to quantify how the
amplitude of Coulomb stresses on pre-existing structures
is influenced by rupture speed and the finite fault width, and
whether or not these amplitudes are sufficient to activate
secondary faulting.
[7] The most distinctive feature of the 2D supershear slip-

pulse models is the shear Mach wave. The combined
assumptions of two dimensions (i.e., an infinite extent of
the slipping region parallel to the rupture front), steady state
propagation, and a homogeneous linear elastic medium
cause the Mach waves to extend infinitely far from the
fault and for the amplitude of fields at the Mach fronts to
remain undiminished with distance from the fault. This
study addresses the first of these assumptions by consider-
ing ruptures in three dimensions (3D), specifically right-
lateral strike-slip ruptures on a finite-width vertical fault
breaking the surface of an elastic half-space. The focus is on
the wavefield after the rupture has propagated many times
further than the fault width. In addition to the shear Mach
waves found in 2D models, we also expect Rayleigh Mach
waves emanating from the rupture front out along the free
surface. The 2D plane-strain models feature large changes
in the normal stress parallel to the rupture front. These
changes appear only in the vicinity of the fault and not
further away at the shear Mach front since fields there are
nondilatational. When considering rupture in a half-space,
the component of normal stress parallel to the rupture front
is also normal to the free surface and must be negated there
to satisfy the traction-free boundary condition. This can be
accomplished by the superposition of normal loads on the
free surface that negate the moving vertical-normal-stress
pattern. These moving loads, which propagate at a super-
Rayleigh speed, will then excite Rayleigh Mach waves
[Lansing, 1966; Georgiadis and Lykotrafitis, 2001]. Since
these waves are being excited by dilatational stresses,

Figure 1. Shear and Rayleigh Mach fronts emitted by a
supershear rupture on a surface-breaking strike-slip fault of
finite width. Each point on the rupture front acts as a source
and produces a shear Mach cone. The superposition of the
Mach cones generated by each point along the rupture front
manifests as a shear Mach wedge (a planar wavefront),
capped at the bottom edge of the fault by half of a cone.
Rayleigh Mach fronts on the free surface emanate from the
intersection of the rupture front with the free surface.
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Rayleigh Mach waves will exist even at
ffiffiffi
2

p
times the

S-wave speed.
[8] To understand the effect of bounding the vertical

extent of the slipping region, consider two limiting cases
of rupture on a vertical surface-breaking fault of width W
and half-length L (Figure 2a). At locations close to the fault
and away from its edges and the free surface (specifically, at
locations much closer thatW), the fault width is unimportant
and 2D models provide an accurate description of the fields,
at least if the length of the slip-weakening zone, R, is much
less than W. In this extremely near-source region, the shear
Mach front assumes the form of a wedge (Figure 2b) and
Mach-wave amplitudes will not diminish with distance from
the fault. Of course, this region is further complicated by the
presence of dilatational fields of comparable amplitude. At

the opposite extreme, consider points far removed from the
fault (specifically, at distances greatly exceeding W). From
these distant points, the fault appears as a line source, and S-
wave radiation now forms a Mach cone (Figure 2c). Since
the cross-section of the cone is a circle, geometrical spread-
ing dictates that Mach-wave amplitudes will decrease with
the inverse square-root of radial distance from the fault.
(Also, it is not clear that the Rayleigh Mach-wave ampli-
tudes would attenuate at all, in the ideally elastic material
considered.) It is of critical importance to hazard calcula-
tions to understand exactly how the transition between these
two extremes occurs. Specifically, to what distances are
large ground motion and stresses transported for realistic
fault geometries? Bhat et al. [2007] hypothesized that the
transition between the two limits occurs at distances com-
parable to W, and our results confirm this hypothesis,
although the Rayleigh Mach fronts also contribute to the
fields.

2. Model Geometry

[9] We model ruptures on a vertical right-lateral strike-
slip fault that intersects the free surface (Figure 2a). W is the
fault width, and vr is the rupture velocity; we study three
representative values of vr: 0.8 cs, 1.3 cs, and 1.6 cs, where cs
is the S-wave speed. The sub-Rayleigh speed, 0.8 cs, was
chosen as mid-range of the typical speed range (0.7-0.9 cs)
inferred for most earthquakes. Two speeds are necessary
within the intersonic range, since the sign of the radiated
shear fields changes as the Eshelby speed,

ffiffiffi
2

p
cs, (at which

no S-waves are generated) [Eshelby, 1949] is crossed.
Stability considerations [Burridge et al., 1979; Obrezanova
and Willis, 2003] suggest ruptures should only propagate
above a speed close to

ffiffiffi
2

p
cs, and most of the previously

mentioned inversions have found speeds in this range.
Consequently we focus primarily on vr = 1.6 cs within the
supershear regime, but also present results for vr = 1.3 cs,
which lies on the opposite side of the Eshelby speed. We
also study rupture at exactly

ffiffiffi
2

p
cs to confirm that Rayleigh

Mach waves exist at this speed, but do not otherwise focus
on this case. For simplicity, we keep vr fixed (rather than
considering a more natural transition from sub-Rayleigh to
supershear speeds, which would generate a more compli-
cated set of waveforms) and consider symmetrically
expanding bilateral ruptures that propagate a distance L in
each direction. We also wish to work in the context of a
dynamic model, in the sense that we specify a constant
stress drop, Ds, within the rupture. In this sense, our
models are closely related to self-similar singular crack
models in 2D. In our work, we prevent a stress singularity
at the rupture front by employing a cohesive zone model
that can be interpreted in the context of the commonly used
slip-weakening friction law. The parameters of this model
are the peak and residual strengths, tp and tr, and the
distance, R, over which strength drops from tp to tr. As
discussed by Dunham and Archuleta [2005] and Bhat et al.
[2007], the extent of the slip-weakening zone (relative to the
length of the rupture) plays a large role in determining the
maximum amplitude of fields at the Mach front.
[10] The specific procedure we use to force ruptures with

the desired properties was originally employed by Andrews
[1985]. The shear strength of the fault, tstr, weakens linearly

Figure 2. (a) Rupture on a fault of width W and half-
length L that expands bilaterally at speed vr. (b) Shear Mach
wedge from a steady state supershear rupture in 2D, which
approximates S-wave radiation from slip on a finite-width
fault at locations close to the fault (z � W) and away from
the fault edges. (c) Shear Mach cone emitted by supershear
line source, which approximates S-wave radiation from slip
on a finite-width fault when viewed from afar (z � W).
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with distance (with weakening rate A) behind the rupture
front:

tstrðx; tÞ ¼ max tr; tr þ A jxj 	 vrtð Þf g: ð1Þ

The fault is locked until stress reaches the fault strength, tp
(which is not specified a priori in this approach, but
depends on tr and A, and varies moderately with the
position of the rupture tip), at which time slip commences
and weakening occurs in such a way as to ensure that stress
always equals strength during sliding. This is illustrated in
Figure 3. In this model, both tp and R evolve as the rupture
expands in order to provide a solution with nonsingular and
continuous stress at the tip. An associated energy release
rate, or fracture energy G, can then be inferred as the area
under the resulting plot of t 	 tr versus slip. In 2D self-
similar crack models, the energy release rate increases
linearly with propagation distance; the procedure we use, if
applied in this context, results in an increase of both tp and
R to accommodate the increasing energy flux into the slip-
weakening zone.
[11] We note several other important quantities that will be

of interest to us. The first is the seismic S ratio [S = (tp	 szx
0 )/

(szx
0 	 tr)], a measure of the initial load, szx

0 , relative to the
peak and residual strengths. The stress drop isDs = szx

0 	 tr
and the strength drop is tp 	 tr. The fracture energy, G, may
be calculated for each point on the fault as

G ¼
Z

tðtÞ 	 tr½ V ðtÞdt ¼
Z

tðdÞ 	 tr½ dd; ð2Þ

in which V is the slip velocity and the integrals are taken
over all time t or all slip d. Finally, we define an equivalent
slip-weakening distance Dc via the relation

G ¼ 1

2
tp 	 tr
� �

Dc; ð3Þ

which proves useful when interpreting our results in the
context of the commonly used linear slip-weakening law
[Andrews, 1976].
[12] We next nondimensionalize the model by scaling all

distances by W and time by W/cs. Stress is scaled with Ds,
particle and slip velocities by Dscs/m where m is the shear
modulus. Displacements and slip scale with DsW/m. When
considering physical values of these parameters, we take m =
30 GPa, cs = 3 km/s and W = 10 km. We consider a Poisson
material (i.e., one for which the P-wave speed is given by cp =ffiffiffi
3

p
cs), and choose tr to yield a dynamic coefficient of

friction of 0.2 (but note that the actual value of normal stress,
szz
0 , is unimportant since normal stress on the fault remains

unaltered by slip on vertical strike-slip faults in a homoge-
neous medium). Estimates of stress drop vary widely, and to
encompass this range, we consider three representative
values of Ds: 0.3 MPa, 3 MPa, and 30 MPa. We report
nondimensional values (denoted by a superscript *) in our
figures, and these may be easily converted to physical values
by the scaling factors described above and summarized for
reference in Table 1.
[13] We numerically solve our problem with a stag-

gered-grid finite-difference code [Favreau et al., 2002]
with fault boundary conditions implemented with the
staggered-grid split-node (SGSN) method of Dalguer and
Day [2007]. Rake rotation is permitted, in that the slip
vector rotates so as to be aligned with the shear traction

Figure 3. Fracture criterion used to force a rupture at
speed vr with stress drop Ds. Fault strength increases
linearly from jxj = vrt (gray line). When shear stress on
the fault (black line and points from our numerical model at
vr = 0.8 cs) reaches the strength, slip commences.

Table 1. Representative Dimensionalizing Factors by Which

Nondimensional Values Reported in This Study May Be Converted

to Physical Values; a Range Exists Due to Uncertainty in Dsa

Field, scale (units)
Low

Stress Drop
Moderate
Stress Drop

Large
Stress Drop

Stress, Ds (MPa) 0.3 3 30
Velocity, Dscs/m (m/s) 0.03 0.3 3
Displacement, DsW/m (m) 0.1 1 10
Fracture energy, Ds2W/m (MJ/m2) 0.03 3 300

aOther parameters employed in these relations are m = 30 GPa, cs = 3 km/
s, and W = 10 km.

Table 2. Model Parameters, Reported as Both Nondimensional

Values and When Dimensionalized in the Case That Ds = 3 MPa

for vr = 0.8 cs (See Table 1 and Text for Further Discussion of the

Dimensionalization Method)a

vr/cs S A* G* Dc* Ds (MPa) A (MPa/km) R (km)

0.8 2.03 7.00 3.19 2.10 3.00 2.10 4.33
1.3 1.28 2.71 1.80 1.58 3.99 1.08 8.42
1.6 0.53 3.72 0.82 1.06 5.92 1.93 4.71

aNote that G, tp 	 tr, Dc, and S increase with propagation distance in our
model; the values reported here are measured at x = 8 W in the 2D
geometry. Parameters which are independent of vr are G = 9.57 MJ/m2,
tp 	 tr = 9.09 MPa, and Dc = 2.10 m.
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vector. The degree of rake rotation depends on the change
in stress relative to the initial level of stress in the medium.
In our simulations, szx

0 /(szx
0 	 tr) = 1.2 and we have no

transverse shear load (i.e., szy
0 = 0). The method is fourth

order in space and second order in time for wave propa-
gation in the body, but the spatial order is reduced to
second order at the fault. We implement the free-surface
boundary condition using the fourth-order W-AFDA
scheme proposed by Kristek et al. [2002] (which collo-
cates the free surface with the grid points for vertical
velocity and normal stresses), and place perfectly matching
layer (PML) absorbing boundaries on the remaining sides
[Marcinkovich and Olsen, 2003]. Ruptures propagate for
15 W in each direction before reaching the end of the fault
(we lock the fault beyond this), but the computational
domain extends in this direction out to ±20 W to permit
an examination of stopping phases. The fault-normal
extent of the computational domain is 15 W. We run
each simulation for a duration that permits the S-wave
stopping phase from the fault ends to reach 15 W in the
fault-normal direction for any x. We discretize the medi-
um with a uniform grid spacing of h* = 0.02 (i.e., a grid
spacing of h = 200 m for W = 10 km, which is far larger
than desired if the estimates of slip-weakening zone sizes
R of a few tens of meters at mid-seismogenic depths Rice
et al. [2005] are accurate). Numerical resolution is dis-
cussed below, but we note here that the resolution is
determined by the choice of the cohesive-zone parameter
A*; larger A implies smaller R.
[14] The 2D case provides a convenient starting point to

calibrate the numerical method, and it further provides

Figure 4. Wavefronts from an expanding supershear
rupture that stops after propagating a distance L. The
starting phases are marked as P0 and S0, the stopping phases
as PL and SL, and the Rayleigh and shear Mach fronts as MR

and Ms. Only points within the trapezoidal regions have
experienced the passage of the respective Mach waves. A
number of other wavefronts, such as head waves, Rayleigh
waves on the fault, and Rayleigh-wave diffractions, are not
shown.

Figure 5. Snapshots of the free-surface velocity field for various ruptures speeds at two times: just as
the rupture arrives the edge of the fault and at a slightly later time (an additional 3W/cs after the arrival) to
emphasize the stopping phases. Ruptures have identical G, tp 	 tr, and Dc but different Ds. Note that
the value of Ds used to nondimensionalize the velocities is different for each rupture speed (see Table 1).
The color scale is saturated for positive values to emphasize field amplitudes away from the rupture front.
The closely coincident shear and Rayleigh Mach fronts can most clearly be seen in the fault-normal
component for vr = 1.6 cs since the sign of this component is opposite for the two fronts.
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reference solutions to which we can compare our 3D results
to isolate the effects of the finite fault width. The immedi-
ately arising question is which parameters should be held
fixed when comparing sub-Rayleigh and supershear rup-
tures. For expanding ruptures on homogeneous faults, the
seismic S ratio determines whether or not ruptures will
achieve supershear speeds Andrews [1976]. While this
parameter has less importance in the context of our con-
stant-speed models, this knowledge motivates our method
of comparing sub-Rayleigh and supershear ruptures.
[15] Consider the case that both G and tp 	 tr are

intrinsic properties of the fault, which immediately implies
a particular Dc as defined above. Then what determines

whether or not a rupture propagates at a supershear speed is
the stress drop, Ds, relative to tp 	 tr. From this perspec-
tive, we wish to hold G, tp 	 tr, and Dc fixed while varying
vr and Ds. However, the former quantities all vary with
propagation distance in our model. In the 2D self-similar
case, G increases linearly with distance [Broberg, 1960;
Freund, 1998; Broberg, 1999]. Upon introducing a slip-
weakening zone with characteristic size Ds/A, self-similar-
ity is lost and both tp 	 tr and Dc become increasing
functions of distance. A strictly self-similar model (which
would feature a constant tp 	 tr and a Dc that increased
linearly with time or propagation distance) could be
achieved by making A inversely proportional to time, but

Figure 6. Velocity seismograms at x = 10 W for various distances from the fault. Major wavefront
arrivals are marked. Ruptures have identical G, tp 	 tr, and Dc but different Ds. Note that the value
of Ds used to nondimensionalize the velocities is different for each rupture speed (see Table 1).
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we do not follow this approach. Instead, we simply select a
distance x* = 8 and match G and tp 	 tr at this location.
Matching G at any location suffices to match G for all
locations, but this is unfortunately not the case for tp 	 tr
and Dc as discussed above.
[16] The single tunable parameter in our models is A*,

and we first examined the sub-Rayleigh case (vr = 0.8 cs)
with an eye on numerical resolution. Choosing A* = 7.00
places a minimum of (Ds*/A*)/h* � 7 grid points within
the slip-weakening zone; this number increases as the
rupture expands (see Figure 3 for an example of our
resolution). By gathering data from ruptures with various
A* at the two supershear values of vr, we identified the
model parameters listed in Table 2
[17] We further need to explore how the particular choice

of A (and hence tp 	 tr and Dc) influences field amplitudes.
There is considerable uncertainty in the appropriate values
of tp 	 tr and Dc. From the perspective of seismic
inversions, here are two primary reasons for this. First, slip
inversions are limited in bandwidth, and Guatteri and
Spudich [2000] and Spudich and Guatteri [2004] have
shown that a strong trade-off exists between strength drop
and slip-weakening distance for sub-Rayleigh ruptures.
Second, Dunham and Archuleta [2005] have pointed out
that, at least for 2D steady state ruptures, the wavefield of
sub-Rayleigh ruptures consists entirely of evanescent
waves. This implies that a given frequency component of
the wavefield decays exponentially with distance from the
fault over a scale that is inversely proportional to the
frequency. This also occurs for the dilatational component
of fields from supershear ruptures. In contrast to this, the
frequency content of the shear component of the wavefield

(appearing as the Mach waves) is preserved with increasing
distance from the fault. To explore this issue in the context
of our 3D rupture model, we conduct an additional two runs
for vr = 0.8 and 1.6 cs, increasing A first by a factor of two
and then by a factor of four.

3. Results

[18] We proceed by propagating ruptures using the model
parameters listed in Table 2 for both the 2D and 3D
geometries. Prior to examining the off-fault fields, it is
appropriate to examine the pattern of wavefronts generated
by a bilaterally expanding supershear rupture that stops
(discussed here in the 2D context, although a similar pattern
appears in 3D as well). Only a certain region, a trapezoid on
each side of the fault, experiences the passage of the Mach
waves (Figure 4), and it is within this region that the largest
amplitudes are expected. In the 2D case, after the rupture
has stopped, amplitudes at the planar Mach front remain
undiminished as it radiates from the fault.
[19] Figure 5 shows snapshots of particle velocities from

our 3D ruptures. The wavefronts illustrated in Figure 4 are
clearly seen. As previous studies have revealed, the domi-
nant component of motion changes from the fault-normal to
the fault-parallel direction as the rupture exceeds the S-wave
speed [Aagaard and Heaton, 2004; Dunham and Archuleta,
2005]. The two-sided fault-normal pulse dominates the
ground motion from sub-Rayleigh ruptures, but the largest
amplitudes are concentrated within a distance �W from the
fault. Large amplitudes are also present in the region beyond
the end of the fault; these are carried by S-wave stopping
phases. For supershear ruptures, the largest amplitudes,

Figure 7. Velocity seismograms at x = 10W and z = 5W for a supershear rupture (vr = 1.6 cs) illustrating
the effect of increasing A, the rate of weakening with distance from the rupture front [A = (tp 	 tr)/R] by
simultaneously decreasing the cohesive-zone size R and increase the strength drop tp 	 tr. The two insets
show close-up views of the dilatational waveform, which is insensitive to A, and the Mach fronts, which
are highly sensitive to A. Seismograms at the same location from a sub-Rayleigh rupture with vr = 0.8 cs
(not shown), like the dilatational waveform of the supershear rupture, are insensitive to A. Because of the
limited numerical resolution in our simulations, we are unable to use realistic values of R, as predicted by
Rice et al. [2005], and are unable to separate the effects of the shear and Rayleigh Mach fronts.
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aside from those in the immediate vicinity of the rupture
front, occur along the closely coincident Rayleigh and shear
Mach fronts, which extend from the fault out to a distance
determined by how far the rupture has propagated.
[20] To further explore the ground motion histories, we

plot seismograms at x = 10 W for various distances from the
fault (Figure 6). The location x = 10 W is chosen because
the rupture is well-developed at this point (in the sense that
the effects of the fault width are established), but the effects
of the stopping phases are relatively minor. In addition to
the seismograms, we mark the arrival times of the P- and

S-wave starting and stopping phases and, for stations within
the Mach region for supershear ruptures, the Mach front. For
example, the S-wave stopping phase arrives at

t ¼ L

vr
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðL	 xÞ2 þ z2

q
cs

: ð4Þ

The shear Mach front arrives at

t ¼
xþ z

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2r=c

2
s 	 1

p
vr

; ð5Þ

Figure 8. Maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of the free-surface velocity field. The top three rows
compare ruptures with different speeds; these ruptures have identical G, tp 	 tr, and Dc but differentDs.
The bottom two rows illustrate the effect of increasing the weakening rate, A, at the rupture front. Fracture
energy is preserved, so increasing A increases tp 	 tr and decreases Dc. For a precise definition of A in
our model, see equation (1). Note that the value of Ds used to nondimensionalize the velocities is
different for each rupture speed (see Table 1). The color scale covers the entire range of amplitudes for the
top three rows, but is saturated for the bottom two rows.
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and the Rayleigh Mach front arrives at

t ¼ xþ z
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2r=c

2
R 	 1

p
vr

; ð6Þ

where cR is the Rayleigh speed.
[21] Using these seismograms as a reference, we are now

in a position to determine the influence of the cohesive-zone
size on ground-motion amplitudes. To illustrate the main
result, we compare velocity seismograms from both
sub-Rayleigh and supershear ruptures with three values
of A (Figure 7). For supershear ruptures, as A is
increased (corresponding to more rapid weakening with
a larger tp 	 tr and smaller Dc but fixed G), amplitudes rise
accordingly, but only at the Mach fronts. This is clearly
evident when comparing the amplitudes of the dilatational
waveform that precedes the Mach fronts; these amplitudes
are completely insensitive to how rapidly the fault weakens.
It further follows that the entire wavefield (both dilatational
and shear components) of sub-Rayleigh ruptures will be
rather insensitive to details of the weakening process at the
rupture front, and our simulations (not shown) confirm this.
A possible exception to this might occur when the rupture
process is highly unsteady. If this is the case, then the
wavefield would consist of both evanescent and radiating
waves; the radiating waves will transport high-frequency
signals away from the fault.

[22] Our next step is to quantify the ground motion in our
simulations by plotting the maximum peak-to-peak velocity
experienced at each point on the free surface (Figure 8). In
all cases, the largest ground motion occurs in the immediate
vicinity of the fault. For sub-Rayleigh ruptures, the region
beyond the fault end in the propagation direction also
experiences strong shaking; this is carried by the S-wave
stopping phase. For supershear ruptures, locations within
the Mach region also experience large amplitudes; this is
most evident for vr = 1.6 cs. As discussed above, the peak
amplitudes transmitted along the Mach front are quite
sensitive to the particular details of the weakening process
at the rupture front. As A is increased, the amplitudes within
the Mach region also increase and eventually dominate any
peak-to-peak motion generated by stopping phases.
[23] The final step in our analysis is to plot maximum

peak-to-peak amplitudes on the free surface along a line
normal to the fault at x = 10 W (Figure 9). Amplitudes from
the supershear rupture with vr = 1.6 cs are almost always the
largest, except that fault-normal motion close to the fault is
largest from sub-Rayleigh ruptures. The contrast between
supershear and sub-Rayleigh ruptures is quite prominent at
distances exceeding W. The nonmonotonic decrease of
amplitude with increasing distance that appears for super-
shear ruptures (e.g., around x = 2 W for vr = 1.6 cs on the
fault-parallel component) stems from the fact that close to
the fault, peak amplitudes occur not at the Mach fronts but
within the dilatational waveform preceding it. At a distance

Figure 9. Maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of fields at x = 10W as a function of fault-normal distance
(shown on both linear and log-log scales). Ruptures have identical G, tp 	 tr, and Dc, but different Ds.
Note that the value ofDs used to nondimensionalize the velocities is different for each rupture speed (see
Table 1).
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of about 2 W, the Mach waves, which decays at a more
gradual rate than dilatational field components, become the
carriers of the peak amplitudes. This can be seen by
examining the seismograms in Figure 6.
[24] We also show a similar plot for supershear ruptures

(vr = 1.6 cs) with larger values of A (corresponding to larger
tp 	 tr and smaller Dc) in Figure 10. As A is increased, the
Mach fronts become more concentrated and exhibit larger
amplitudes. As discussed previously, fields from sub-
Rayleigh ruptures become progressively more insensitive
to A away from the fault. This means that larger values
of A will result in an increase in peak-to-peak amplitudes
far from the fault for supershear rupture (as evidenced by
Figure 10). On the other hand, sub-Rayleigh ruptures will
have amplitudes only as large as those shown in Figure 9
regardless of the extent of the slip-weakening zone. The
lack of seismological constraints on the extent of the slip-
weakening zone renders it impossible to state precisely
the differences in amplitudes of ground motion produced
by sub-Rayleigh and supershear ruptures.
[25] As stated earlier, one objective of this project is to

evaluate the validity of using the 2D steady state slip-pulse
model of Dunham and Archuleta [2005] and Bhat et al.
[2007] to predict fields around propagating ruptures. We
consider only the case of vr = 1.6 cs, since we are primarily
interested in how rapidly amplitudes at the Mach front
decay with distance from the fault (which we expect to be
influenced by the finite fault width). The parameters of
the slip-pulse model are the rupture speed vr, the strength

drop tp 	 tr, the extent of the slip-weakening zone, and the
length of the slip pulse. We assign these parameters by
matching our 3D results at the free surface when the rupture
front reaches x = 10 W. This is shown in Figure 11. Then, by
evaluating the expressions given in Dunham and Archuleta
[2005], we obtain plots of the maximum peak-to-peak
amplitudes in the 2D model as a function of distance from
the fault; these are compared to our 3D results, calculated not
over all time as before, but now from the wavefield present at
the time that the rupture front reaches x = 10W. This appears
in Figure 12. The 2D model provides an accurate prediction
of the fields in the immediate vicinity of the fault, especially
on the fault-parallel component. The fault-normal component
is not precisely matched; this is likely because of free surface
effects (since the agreement between the twomodels increases
if the station is situated below the free surface). The 2D
approximation breaks down at distances larger thanW, where
an inverse square-root decay of amplitudes at the shear Mach
fronts diminishes amplitudes below that in the 2D model.
Furthermore, Rayleigh Mach waves are completely absent in
the 2D model, and at great distances from the fault, these are
expected to carry the largest amplitudes.

4. Numerical Evidence for Rayleigh-Wave
Mach Fronts from Supershear Ruptures

[26] The most distinctive feature of the 2D supershear
slip-pulse models is the shear Mach wave. In 3D calcula-
tions incorporating a free surface, we also expect Mach

Figure 10. Maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of fields from a supershear rupture (vr = 1.6 cs) at x = 10W
as a function of fault-normal distance (shown on both linear and log-log scales). The weakening rate at
the rupture front, A, is increased by a factor of two and then by a factor of four. Fracture energy is
preserved, so increasing A increases tp 	 tr and decreases Dc. For a precise definition of A in our model,
see equation (1).
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fronts from Rayleigh waves that are generated by the
interaction of the rupture with the surface. As a rupture
propagates through an elastic half-space it would, if con-
straints of plane strain in the x 	 z plane were imposed,
perturb the out-of-plane stress component, syy, near the free
surface. Since there is nothing to supply such constraints,
syy must vanish on the free surface; this can be accom-
plished by applying moving normal loads on the surface to
negate the otherwise nonzero syy pattern. These loads,
which propagate at a super-Rayleigh speed if the rupture
speed is supershear, will then excite Rayleigh Mach waves
[Lansing, 1966; Georgiadis and Lykotrafitis, 2001].
[27] As our simulations reveal, supershear slip pulses

emit both Rayleigh and shear Mach waves into Mach bands
bounded by linear wavefronts extending from both the
leading and trailing edges of the slipping region, though
the largest amplitudes occur in a narrower region
corresponding to the portion of the slip pulse having the
largest slip velocities (typically the size of the slip-weaken-
ing zone). The Rayleigh and shear Mach bands overlap
close to the fault, but since the Rayleigh-wave speed is less
than the S-wave speed, the two Mach bands eventually
separate at sufficiently far distances from the fault. Denoting
the length of the region emitting strong Mach waves as ~R,
the two Mach bands separate at the fault-normal distance of

z ¼ ~R= cotbR 	 cotbsð Þ; ð7Þ

where bR = arcsin (cR/vr) and bs = arcsin (cs/vr) are the
angles between the 	x-axis and the Rayleigh and shear
Mach fronts (or, equivalently, the half-angle of the Mach
cones). The difficulty in clearly distinguishing the Rayleigh
and shear Mach waves arises from the fact that the angle of
the Rayleigh Mach fronts is only slightly smaller than that
of the shear Mach fronts. For vr = 1.6 cs and cR � 0.9194 cs
(assuming a Poisson material), bs 	 bR � 3.6� and the
separation distance is z � 5.7 ~R.
[28] The Rayleigh and shear Mach bands overlap over the

entire computational domain in our simulations, but this
may be an artifact of the extremely large slip-weakening
zones (several kilometers when dimensionalized) that we
had to assume to make our simulations numerically feasible.

This is vastly larger than the estimate by Rice et al. [2005]
of a few tens of meters. If their estimates are indeed correct,
then the Rayleigh and shear Mach bands will separate at a
fault-normal distance much smaller than W.
[29] Since the orientation of the two Mach bands is so

similar, we confirm the existence of the Rayleigh Mach
waves by exploiting certain properties of the particle veloc-
ities and stresses. First, we separate the dilatational and
shear components of the fault-parallel and fault-normal
velocities. To isolate the dilatational field, we take the
divergence of the velocity vector. This filters out the shear
component of the velocity (though it only approximately
removes all S waves since S waves impinging on the free
surface can generate both P and Rayleigh waves). The
resulting Mach band associated with this filtered field
should be parallel to the expected orientation of the Ray-
leigh Mach front. To isolate the shear contribution to the
velocity field, we take its curl and approximately filter out

Figure 12. Maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of fields
when the rupture reaches x = 10 W as a function of fault-
normal distance. The curves labeled ‘‘3D’’ are from our
three-dimensional numerical simulations (stations on the
free surface); these are compared with the two-dimensional
steady state slip-pulse model (labeled ‘‘2D’’) of Dunham
and Archuleta [2005] and Bhat et al. [2007].

Figure 11. Slip velocity and shear stress for a 3D supershear rupture (vr = 1.6 cs) and its approximation
by a two-dimensional steady state slip pulse. Parameters are matched to the solution on the fault at the
free surface when the rupture reaches x = 10 W.
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P waves and the dilatational component of Rayleigh waves.
The resulting Mach band of the filtered field is parallel to
the shear Mach front orientation. The filtered fields are
shown in Figure 13. The curl and divergence are computed
using finite differences in the x 	 z plane (free surface)
only; partial derivatives with respect to y are converted to
partial derivatives with respect to x and/or z by exploiting
the fact that syx = syy = syz = 0 on the free surface. For
example, since syx = m (@ux/@y + @uy/@x) = 0, then (after
taking the time derivative), @vx/@y = 	@vy/@x. We have also
smoothed the data for this figure to remove oscillations
arising from the dispersive nature of the numerical method,
which are further compounded by numerical differentiation.

[30] Second, the surface velocity vector associated with
shear Mach waves should be parallel to the shear Mach
front, and the velocity vector associated with Rayleigh
Mach waves should be perpendicular to the Rayleigh Mach
front. Thus the component of velocity parallel to the
Rayleigh Mach front should isolate the shear Mach band,
and the component of velocity normal to the shear Mach
front should isolate the Rayleigh Mach band. Figure 13
shows this. In general we notice that the Rayleigh Mach
waves are largest toward the trailing edge of the Mach band
and that the shear Mach waves are largest toward the
leading edge.
[31] A third way to illustrate the existence of Rayleigh

Mach waves is to look at the volumetric part of the stress
field. For a 2D plane-strain supershear rupture, the Mach
waves are entirely composed of S waves. This means
that the volumetric part of the stress tensor (i.e., the trace,
Dsxx + Dsyy + Dszz) vanishes within the Mach band. In
3D, if the Mach band is composed mainly of S waves, then
the same condition should be true. We check for this feature
in our 3D results on the free surface (where Dsyy = 0), and
as Figure 13 demonstrates, this is clearly not the case. In
fact we see large compressive stressing in the Mach band,
which is consistent with the expected sense of stressing due
to a Rayleigh wave that exerts compressional stresses in
both the fault-parallel and fault-normal directions on the
compressional side of the fault. Furthermore, the Mach band
revealed in this filtered field is cleanly delimited by the
Rayleigh Mach fronts.
[32] We also conducted a simulation at vr =

ffiffiffi
2

p
cs. At this

speed, no S waves are excited (at least in two-dimensional
models). Our simulation results (not shown) confirm that
Rayleigh Mach waves are excited by ruptures propagating
at vr =

ffiffiffi
2

p
cs. These Mach waves have exactly the properties

that were identified using the various filtering techniques
discussed above.
[33] We have thus shown that unlike the 2D supershear

slip-pulse models of Dunham and Archuleta [2005] and
Bhat et al. [2007], in which the Mach band was composed
solely of S waves, supershear ruptures in a 3D elastic half-
space also generate Rayleigh Mach waves. This leads to a
more complex stress and velocity field within the Mach
bands. Most importantly, since Rayleigh waves are confined
to the free surface, they experience less attenuation from
geometrical spreading. In fact, for the ideally elastic medium
we consider here, Rayleigh Mach waves will suffer no
attenuation with distance from the fault. This leads us to
expect that even in 3D, supershear ruptures are capable of
transmitting significant ground motion and stresses beyond
distances comparable to the fault width.

5. Off-fault Stressing and Activation of
Secondary Faults

[34] We next turn our attention to the off-fault stress
fields, in particular to explore the hypothesis that the large
stresses carried by the shear and Rayleigh Mach waves of
supershear ruptures could activate secondary faulting on
nearby faults. The observation of triggered faulting in the
2002 Denali fault earthquake [Eberhart-Phillips et al.,
2003] prompted studies of whether or not something similar
could occur in southern California [Anderson et al., 2003].

Figure 13. Various filtering techniques adopted to sepa-
rate the Rayleigh and shear Mach fronts on the free surface
(shown for the case of vr = 1.6 cs). The solid lines are the
shear Mach fronts and the dashed lines are the Rayleigh
Mach fronts.r � v filters out shear contributions, andr� v
filters out dilatational contributions (note that Rayleigh
waves are comprised of both shear and dilatational fields). v
resolved normal to the shear Mach front isolates Rayleigh
Mach waves, and v resolved parallel to the Rayleigh Mach
front isolates shear Mach waves. Dsxx + Dszz (which is the
trace of the stress change tensor since syy = 0 on the surface)
is zero in the shear Mach band, but will be nonzero within
the Rayleigh Mach band.
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Our work builds on the latter study, though we do not
permit slip to occur on secondary faults. Instead, we look at
Coulomb stress changes, DCS, on pre-existing fault struc-
tures of a given orientation (Figure 14). We specifically
focus on two fault orientations, motivated by potential
rupture of the southern San Andreas fault. The first is a
thrust fault with a dip of 30� that strikes at 30� with respect
to the main fault, which provides a rough approximation to
thrust features like the Sierra Madre fault north of the Los
Angeles basin. The second is a vertical strike-slip fault that
strikes at 150� with respect to the main fault. This orienta-
tion is inspired by the San Jacinto fault; like the main fault,

it is right-lateral. Note that we do not specify any spatial
dimensions of the faults as we are only interested in
resolving shear and normal stresses onto structures of a
particular orientation. The precise procedure for calculating
Coulomb stress changes is given in Appendix A. To briefly
summarize the procedure, we calculate the shear stress
change in the direction of slip, Dt, and the normal stress
change, Dsn (positive in tension), and then evaluate DCS =
Dt + fs Dsn for a static friction coefficient of fs = 0.6.
Finally, it is important to keep in mind that these estimates
are surely affected by our large slip-weakening zone sizes,
which cause the high-stress shear and Rayleigh Mach fronts
to remain overlapped in the computational domain (they do
not seem to have reinforcing effects on Coulomb stress in
general, but rather seem to have somewhat opposing
effects).
[35] Figures 15 and 16 show snapshots from our 3D

simulations of DCS, evaluated at mid-seismogenic depth
(y = 0.5 W) at two times: just as the rupture arrives the edge
of the fault and at a slightly later time (an additional 3 W/cs
after the arrival) to emphasize the stopping phases. Stress
fields are evaluated at every point on the free surface, and
only the regionsof positiveCoulombstress change (DCS > 0)
are shown. While Bhat et al. [2007] have obtained simple
expressions for the far-field stress perturbation along the
shear Mach band of a 2D supershear slip pulse, any
comparison of their results with the 3D calculations would
be invalid as the dilatational part of the stress field in the
Mach bands is non-negligible. A possible exception might
occur at distances sufficiently removed from the fault that

Figure 15. Snapshots of Coulomb stress change, DCS, on Sierra Madre-like thrust structures at mid-
seismogenic depth (y = 0.5 W) for various ruptures speeds at two times: just as the rupture arrives the
edge of the fault and at a slightly later time (an additional 3 W/cs after the arrival) to emphasize the
stopping phases. Ruptures have identical G, tp 	 tr, and Dc but different Ds. Note that the value of
Ds used to nondimensionalize the velocities is different for each rupture speed (see Table 1).

Figure 14. Geometry of faults on which Coulomb stress
change, DCS, is calculated. The right-lateral vertical strike-
slip (San Jacinto-like) and thrust (Sierra Madre-like) faults
strike at 150� and 30�, respectively, with respect to the main
(San Andreas-like) fault. The Sierra Madre-like fault dips at
30�. Note that only the fault plane orientations are required
to calculate DCS; hence the location and dimensions of the
faults are for illustrative purposes only.
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shear and Rayleigh Mach bands do not overlap (such
distances are probably unrealistically large in our simula-
tions). Furthermore, we emphasize that the figures would
likely look notably different if calculations could be done
with small enough slip-weakening zones that the shear and
Rayleigh Mach bands did not overlap so substantially as in
the present work.
[36] Figure 15 shows DCS for Sierra Madre-like struc-

tures due to a rupture propagating at various speeds and
propagation directions on a San Andreas-like fault. In
general, these thrust structures are favorably oriented for
activation by stresses within the Mach bands of supershear
ruptures (vr >

ffiffiffi
2

p
cs) propagating from the northwest (NW)

to the southeast (SE) on San Andreas. The fault structures
strike almost parallel to the Mach fronts for this direction of
propagation. For SE to NW propagation, Sierra Madre-like
structures are favorably stressed for activation (for both vr =
0.8 cs and 1.6 cs), but these stress changes are smaller than
those from supershear ruptures propagating NW to SE. The
influence of propagation direction is even more pronounced
for San Jacinto-like structures, as illustrated in Figure 16.
For all speeds, the favorable propagation direction for
activation of these strike-slip structures is from the NW to
the SE. In this case, the fault structures strike almost
perpendicular to the Mach fronts.
[37] It is interesting to note that the radiated stress field

from stopping a supershear rupture at vr = 1.6 cs is only
slightly larger than that from stopping a sub-Rayleigh
rupture. This is due to the fact that as the rupture approaches
the P-wave speed, the dilatational field undergoes a
Lorentz-like contraction parallel to the propagation direc-
tion. Furthermore, we see that the amplitude of Coulomb
stress changes at the Mach fronts is generally comparable
to stress changes in the immediate vicinity of the fault

from a stopping sub-Rayleigh rupture. For a stress drop of
3 MPa, the Coulomb stress perturbation carried by the
Mach front for vr = 1.6 cs is about 0.3 MPa at a distance
of 3 W. This estimate will only increase with decreasing
slip-weakening-zone size.
[38] Harris et al. [1991], Harris and Day [1993] and

Fliss et al. [2005] suggest that stopping-phase stress fields
might activate slip on adjacent, but unconnected, fault
segments. However, while the large stress perturbation
experienced in the near-fault-end region (for both sub-
Rayleigh and supershear ruptures) is a permanent feature
(at least until the next earthquake), the Mach-front stress
perturbations are transient. The typical duration of this
stress (for the probably too-large slip-weakening-zone sizes
in our simulations) at a distance of 5 W is about 0.5 W/cs,
which translates to about 1.7 seconds for representative
values of W and cs. It is not yet established whether or not
stress perturbations of such short duration (but large ampli-
tude) can nucleate ruptures on secondary faults.
[39] Figure 17 shows the maximum positive Coulomb

stress change, DCSmax, experienced over all times at
locations along a line extending from the fault at x = 10 W
and y = 0.5W. The direction of propagation for sub-Rayleigh
ruptures barely changes DCSmax in the far field (z � W)
experienced by our two secondary fault orientations. For
supershear ruptures, the propagation direction that favors
activation of San Jacinto-like and Sierra Madre-like ruptures
is clear. A NW to SE supershear rupture transmits stresses
along the Mach front out to distances as large as our
computational domain (15 W) that might activate San
Jacinto-like faults. For Sierra Madre-like thrust features,
SE to NW propagation produces the largest stresses, though
propagation in the opposite direction also generates signif-
icant stresses. Finally, these estimates of stress changes from

Figure 16. Same as Figure 15 but for San Jacinto-like strike-slip structures.
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supershear ruptures are highly sensitive to details of the
weakening process at the rupture front, as discussed earlier
in the context of the velocity field. The estimates given here
should be interpreted as a lower bound, since we are con-
strained to the most gradual of physically likely weakening
rates by numerical constraints. When parametrized by the
slip-weakening distance, a reduction of Dc from about 2 m
(as used in the calculations shown here) to 0.5 m (with a
corresponding increase in the strength drop) would increase
amplitudes at the Mach fronts by a factor of four. Further-
more, the overlapping Mach bands are sometimes partly self-
canceling as regards contributions to DCS, a feature that
would not be present when they do not overlap.

6. Discussion

[40] We have explored the influence of rupture speed on
the character and amplitude of ground motion and radiated
stresses from ruptures on a vertical finite-width fault break-
ing the free surface of a half-space. This extends our
previous work on supershear dynamic ruptures in two
dimensions [Dunham and Archuleta, 2005; Bhat et al.,
2007]. In those 2D steady state models, shear Mach waves
transport velocities and stresses comparable to those expe-
rienced on the fault out to infinity. Without a source of
waves below the bottom edge of the fault, field amplitudes
in our 3D model must diminish beyond a distance that
scales with the fault width, W (the exception being Rayleigh
Mach waves on the free surface). As Ben-Menahem and
Singh [1987] pointed out, the decay rate of shear Mach
waves will be governed by the geometrical spreading of the
Mach cone, causing amplitudes to decrease with the inverse
square-root of distance from the fault. In addition to
producing the shear Mach waves seen previously in 2D
models, 3D supershear ruptures in a half-space also generate
Rayleigh Mach fronts, which are present even if the rupture
propagates at

ffiffiffi
2

p
cs. These factors lead to more complex

velocity and stress fields within the Mach bands. The same
geometrical spreading considerations suggest no attenuation
of Rayleigh Mach waves.
[41] We have not modeled two important factors that will

influence field amplitudes: incoherence of the rupture
process, and scattering and attenuation along the path of
radiating waves. The former has been examined by Bernard
and Baumont [2005] in the context of rupture-front curva-
ture. At distances much closer than W, an extra factor
proportional the inverse square-root of distance to the fault
must be added. Ben-Menahem and Singh [1987] accounted
for attenuation in the form of a constant quality factor in
their study of propagating supershear dislocations, finding
the precise manner in which attenuation bounds otherwise
infinite accelerations (from their delta-function source time
function).
[42] As our 2D models suggested, there are significant

differences between the radiated wavefields of sub-Rayleigh
and supershear ruptures. Off-fault fields not in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the fault are only sensitive to details of the
weakening process at the rupture front within the Mach
bands of supershear ruptures. Increasing the weakening rate
(by simultaneously decreasing the extent of the slip-weak-
ening zone and increasing the strength drop) increases the
amplitudes of the Mach waves. In general, we find that
supershear ruptures produce larger amplitudes of velocities
and stresses far from faults than do sub-Rayleigh ruptures.
For W = 10 km, a stress drop of 3 MPa, and a slip-
weakening distance of about 2 m, peak velocities of 0.1 m/s
are expected at 10 km. Coulomb stress changes (on favorably
oriented faults) at these distances are about 1 MPa. Both
velocity and stress amplitudes scale linearly with stress drop
and, quite importantly, depend also on the extent of the slip-
weakening zone. The estimates given above lie at the most
conservative end of physically likely values, since much
smaller slip-weakening distances (which would generate

Figure 17. Evolution of maximum positive Coulomb stress change, DCSmax, on San Jacinto-like and
Sierra Madre-like fault structures with fault-normal distance. DCSmax is evaluated at x = 10 W at mid-
seismogenic depth (y = 0.5 W).
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much higher velocities and stresses) have been suggested
from a combination of laboratory constraints and seismic
observations [Rice et al., 2005]. When decreasing the extent
of the slip-weakening zone by some factor, the peak
velocities and stresses at the Mach front are increased by
approximately that same factor. Without constraints on the
extent of the slip-weakening zone, it is impossible to state
exactly how much larger ground motion from supershear
ruptures will be, compared to that from sub-Rayleigh
ruptures.
[43] Our results also raise the possibility that stresses

from a supershear rupture might initiate slip on faults
adjacent to the one hosting the supershear rupture. As a
hypothetical example, we consider what might occur if the
southern San Andreas fault fails at supershear speeds.
Activation of San Jacinto-like structures is favored if the
rupture propagates from the northwest to the southeast,
while activation of Sierra Madre-like structures is favored
by ruptures propagating in the opposite direction. Our least
conservative, but computationally most feasible, parameter
choice involves overlap of the two Mach bands at all
distances shown, a condition which usually leads to some
partial cancellation of Coulomb stress changes that would
not be present for more conservative choices when the
bands do not overlap except quite near the fault.

Appendix A: Coulomb Stress on Fault Planes
of Known Orientation

[44] Consider a fault plane S in a 3D space (Figure A1).
Let x, y, and z form a right-handed coordinate system where

the surface of the earth is in the x–z plane and the y-axis
points vertically downward from the earth’s surface. The
strike direction, s, is chosen along the surface trace of the
fault plane such that the dip g, defined below, lies between 0
and 90. s makes an angle of f with the x-axis (with positive
values indicating a rotation about the y-axis from the
positive x-axis toward the positive z-axis). Let S+ and S	

to be the positive and the negative sides of the fault plane;
S	 is the footwall (and is assigned arbitrarily for vertical
faults). Let n be the unit normal to the fault plane directed
from S	 to S+. This implies that any traction calculated
with respect to this vector represents the action on the S	

plane because of the S+ plane. Let g be the dip of the fault
plane, with positive values corresponding to right-handed
rotation about s.
[45] Looking at Figure A1, the component of d in the x

	 z plane is d cosg. Since this component is perpendic-
ular to s, the projections of d onto the x- and z-axes are
	sinf cosg and cosf cosg. Thus

d ¼ 	 sinf cos gi	 sin gjþ cosf cos gk: ðA1Þ

The unit vector pointing in the strike direction is

s ¼ cosfiþ sinfk; ðA2Þ

and the unit normal is n = s � d or

n ¼ sinf sin gi	 cos gj	 cosf sin gk: ðA3Þ

[46] The rake angle, l, is the angle between the unit slip
vector, x (the slip vector Du is defined as u+ 	 u	, where u
is the displacement vector and x = Du/jDuj) and s. Positive
values of l indicate rotations counterclockwise rotation
about n from s to x. In terms of the rake angle, the unit
slip vector is

x ¼ s coslþ d sinl: ðA4Þ

A rake angle of 0 or p corresponds to pure left-lateral or
right-lateral faulting, and a rake angle of 	p/2 or p/2
corresponds to pure normal or thrust faulting.
[47] The shear stress on the fault in the slip direction is

t = xisijnj and the normal stress on the fault plane
(positive in tension) is sn = nisijnj where sij are the
components of the stress tensor. t is positive when slip
occurs in the direction of the unit slip vector. That
direction is surface parallel for strike-slip faults and in
the direction of the dip for dip-slip faults. The Coulomb
stress change, CS, is given by CS = t + fssn where fs is
the static coefficient of friction. We emphasize that this is
the CS component associated with an assumed slip
direction, x.
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Figure A1. (a) S	 side of the fault plane, taken as the
footwall for the dipping fault, and chosen arbitrarily if the
fault is vertical. s, d, and n are an orthogonal set of unit
vectors corresponding to the strike, updip, and outward
normal to S	. f is the angle measured from the x-axis to s,
with positive values indicating a rotation about the y-axis
from the positive x-axis toward the positive z-axis. g is the
angle between the vertical and n. (b) s and the projection of
d on the x 	 z plane.
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waves and Michel Bouchon for pointing out that these waves ought to be

present even when vr = t>
ffiffiffi
2

p
cs.
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